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DUAL PRICING SETBACK
EU proposes allowing supplementary indications indefinitely

BRITAIN'S measurement muddle looks set to be prolonged thanks to
a European U-turn.

The EU Commission has proposed to amend a law that would have
finally put an end to products being priced in both imperial and metric
units. Under an existing EU directive, dual pricing would have been
phased out by the end of 2009 in favour of all-metric pricing.
However, following a consultation which attracted submissions from
UKMA among others, the EU decided to bow to the interests of big
business and propose abolishing the directive. Big business,
especially those involved in transatlantic trade, feared extra costs had
the amendment come into force as they would have needed to label
products differently between the non-metric US and metric EU.

UKMA had argued that a specific exemption could be made for such
trade but this argument was not taken on board. UKMA will continue
to press for amendments, such as prohibiting dual pricing on goods
sold loose from bulk, as this would have little effect on costs for
transatlantic trade. Following the announcement, the UK press went
overboard claiming that Brussels had backed down and imperial
weights and measures were saved. As UKMA and some Trading
Standards officers pointed out, UK law has not changed. The metric
system remains the official system of weights and measures in
Britain; goods must be sold in metric; weighing scales must be metric
only and imperial indications can only be shown in addition to metric
ones but then not more prominently than the metric units.

Remember the furore in January 2006 over the EU abolishing the
pint?  Of course it was never true, and the British Retail Consortium,
which had started the story with a completely inaccurate press re-
lease, was made to look foolish when it emerged that the
Commission’s proposal was actually to deregulate package sizes.
This would have the effect of retaining the 568 ml size (aka the pint).
On 5 September 2007, the EU finally approved the new Directive
(2007/45/EU) - use the link below to see full details on the web.

EU law needed to be reviewed since case law had already established
that if a package sizes is legal in one member state, it can be exported
to any other member state.  Thus jam and honey must be packed in
the UK in imperial sizes (e.g. 227 g, equivalent to ½ lb), but it is legal
to import honey from France in 250 g jars.  The Commission consult-
ed on the possibility of “harmonising” mandatory package sizes
throughout the EU, but this met so much opposition from packers
who were unwilling to change from traditional sizes, that the Com-
mission proposed complete deregulation subject to limited  excep-
tions where EU-wide sizes were already fairly standard.  Part of the
Commission’s justification was that “unit pricing” (giving the price
per kg, litre or metre) made standardised package sizes unnecessary.
Initially, the  European Parliament supported  amendments which
would have retained mandatory sizes for some products (including
milk).  However, in order to accommodate all the different sizes
currently allowed in the various member states, the number of sizes
would have been so great as to nullify the claimed benefits of
standard package sizes.

Under the EU’s byzantine “codecision” procedure, negotiations en-
sued between  the  Parliament, the  Council of Ministers and the
Commission, and the outcome  is the Directive that was finally
approved last month but largely unreported in the press.

In effect it is a classic EU compromise that deregulates package
sizes, but with a delay until 2012 for milk, butter, dried pasta and
coffee, and to 2013 for white sugar. However, wine and spirits are an
exception, and will continue to be regulated but with a "de minimis"
threshold of 100 ml, below which any size is allowed.

Whether all this is in the best interest of consumers – or whether it is
simply yielding to pressure from business interests – is debatable. Be
that as it may, the UK Government will now have to draft
amendments to UK law.  This may give a further opportunity to
lobby to permit draught beer and cider in rational metric measures. It
is also clearly essential that the Government should now publicise
and explain the little known concept of unit pricing.
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To see the full EU directive visit: http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/site/en/oj/2007/l_247/l_24720070921en00170020.pdf

Free-for-all on Package Sizes



UKMA launches alternative
metric edition of Highway Code
TIMED to coincide with the launch of the latest edition of
the Highway Code, the UKMA last month launched a
metric-only alternative edition to promote the benefits of
having a single system of measurements on our roads.

Put together by committee member John Frewen-Lord -
who went to great lengths to reproduce signage in exact-
ly the correct fonts and formats as those currently in use
- the code was launched on our website and promoted in
press releases to the media, including specialist publica-
tions, as well as the mainstream press.

The new edition showed how much simpler it would be
to have one system of measurements, replacing yards
with metres, miles with kilometres and solving the jumble
that is created by dual height and width measurements
on single signs.

It also corrected some errors with current signage such
as the abbreviation for tonne which is currently shown as
"T" whereas the official worldwide (SI) abbreviation is "t".
This may seem a minor point but it underlines the thor-
oughness put into the project.

Reaction to the report was initially mute within the media
with the mainstream press preferring to focus on new
rules within the Highway Code which for the first time
specifically form a link between smoking at the wheel
with driving dangerously. However, the metric report will
undoubtedly have featured on the radar at the Depart-
ment for Transport. But it remains to be seen to what
extent future policy will change as a result.
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You can see UKMA's metric Highway Code online at:
www.ukma.org.uk/docs/metric_highway_code.pdf

UKMA’s Committee meets regularly (by telephone con-
ference call) to plan future campaigns and respond to
events.  Two recent decisions will be of particular interest
to members.

Work programme

Following the discussion at the 2007 Annual Conference,
the Committee agreed the following work programme for
the current year:

·  Road Signs Working Group to pursue new initiatives
on road signs, including publishing a critique of the
DfT’s grossly exaggerated cost estimates

· Continuing development of the websites
· Maintain and develop our blog (Metric Views)
· Revise and republish our Style Guide
·  Tackle the Northern Ireland devolved administration

regarding all-Ireland road signage
·  Promote metric units in the medical/health/fitness

area
·  Pursue research application with universities and

research institutes

· Develop the members’ Newsletter
·  Continue to lobby the EU where appropriate (but

see below)
· Respond to Government consultations as they
occur · Other tasks may of course emerge as events
unfold.

Supplementary indications

The Committee discussed how to respond to the deci-
sion of the European Commission to propose the indefi-
nite extension of  “supplementary indications” (imperial
equivalents alongside legal metric units).  Although this
decision is a disappointing setback, it was felt that there
is no realistic prospect of persuading the European Par-
liament or the Council of Ministers  to  challenge the
principle  of  indefinite authorisation of supplementary
indications.  However, it was agreed that there may still
be scope for detailed amendments that could limit the
damage caused by this decision.  The Committee will be
pursuing this possibility with sympathetic MEPs.

The above metric roadsign, which is actually illegal under
current transport laws, was spotted alongside the A38 in
Staffordshire recently.

Picture by Martin Ward

Committee News
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All aboard for the “secret”
300 km/h rail experience!

Want to add your comments? E-mail: ukma.news@googlemail.com

Welcome new members
We welcome the following new members to UKMA:
Dr Henrik Blank, Jim Bloomer, Richard Blundell, Anthony
Titley, Robat ap Tomos and Andrew Tucker
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Subscription renewal reminder


